Unique Luxury Accessories

Wildcat

Simple, yet sophisticated
«Wildcat» will captivate you with its wonderful
elegance and softness. Experience it for yourself.

Chinchilla

With perfect color coordination and discrete comfort, these
exquisite products impress and inspire surprising new interior
design combinations. Genuine, soft, ...

Puma

An ensemble of opulence and modest elegance.
Created superbly in a unique and lively design. Those who
appreciate the pure and essential will be thrilled by this offering.

Leopard

«leopard skin». Created perfectly in beautiful shades, it can
hardly be distinguished from real fur. The unique elegance
of it impresses with its perfect design and unique finishing.

Timberwolf

A tribute to «black & white» with an ensemble of unique
designs and structures. Experience the interplay of light and
shade in this collection - you will be captivated.

Material
The fur-imitations consist of high-quality acrylic or modacrylic fibers or mixtures and exhibit good light and color fastness. Modacryl is also fire retardant. The fur-imitations are knitted. Excessive pulling can lead to hair loss.
SK2 is a high-tech fiber produced by the company Kaneka, Osaka/Japan
under the brand name Kanecaron®. Its softness, stability light and color
fastness as well as its wash resistance are outstanding. For more detailed
information, see: www.kanecaron.com. The following articles are produced
with SK2 fibers: Timberwolf, Puma.
All blankets are filled with easy-care microweb® velvet made of 100% Polyester.
The cushion fillings consist of 70% PES fibers and 30 % PU rhombi. A
dynamic siliconized tubular fibre with 3D-crimp (rebound elasticity) is used.
With normal usage, these high quality cushion fillings will last at least 3
years. Wash in cold/gentle cycle or dry clean.
Some of the fur-imitations used are also available by the meter.

Care Instructions
Fur blankets and cushion covers (without content): Washable in cold/gentle
cycle, without a spin cycle. Hand wash with mild detergent possible. Line
dry unfolded, do not tumble. Do not use solvents or cleaners containing fat
or alcohol.
The products come with antistatic finishing. If the environment is very
dry, synthetic materials can accumulate electrostatic charge. Increase air
moisture in your environment in that case, or use an anti-static spray against
electrostatic charge as a short term solution.

plaid			
Full Fur pillow		

140 x 200 cm			
45 x 45 cm			

55” x 78,7 “
17,7” x 17.7”

the benchmark
for luxury seating
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